Chevy 6.5l diesel

The General Motors company is an automobile and parts manufacturer, founded in in Detroit,
Michigan. By the early s, GM produced the 6. GM developed the 6. First versions of the motor
showed increased performance over the previous 6. Eventually, the motor saw an increase in
power in select applications, and output performance was advertised at hp and foot-pounds of
torque. Built with cast-iron block and head material, the cubic-inch motor was turbocharged.
With a two-valve, overhead valve, the camshaft is positioned inside the cylinders. The 6. In the
beginning of its production life, the 6. In , the 6. After , the AM General Hummer H1 series
vehicles became the only consumer automobile to include the 6. A marine series 6. Matt
Wooddy has been a freelance writer since His work has been featured in local and national
audio magazines. Aside from graphic design and illustration work, he has also taught several
classes on painting and drawing basics. Wooddy is also a DJ and technical engineer. The
Chevy 6. Applications In the beginning of its production life, the 6. Forums New posts Search
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posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been in your neck of the woods? Please
Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled.
For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Good or
Bad? Thread starter Kollerman Start date Jul 25, Kollerman Senior Member. Location
SouthEastern Wisconsin. Guys, Got a question. My cousin called me yesterday saying that he
saw a truck for sale. He said it was a Chevy ext cab with the 6. The truck is in very good
condition and has 96, miles on it. How is this engine compared to the Duramax engine? I could
use this truck not only for my plowing, but for hauling my camper around as well. My buddy has
a Boss V plow that he said I could buy from him to hang on the front too. He currently has it on
a Chevy with the 5. Should this be something I take a serious look at? Does anyone know if the
6. I plan on doing some research on the internet, but you guys are experts on everything it
seems, so I figure someone will have some great info. I have attached 4 pics that he sent me of
the truck. I have to go and look at it personally yet. Location Cincinnati, Ohio. The 6. They had
some problems in the early years, but the to engines have all the bugs worked out of them and
will last for a very long time. I think the price is pretty fair for the mileage and how clean the
truck looks. That engine and truck will get you anywhere, but it might not be quite as fast as the
Duramax - but you can beat up on the 6. If you get it, be sure to add a set of Timbrens to the
front end. Thats WAY too much cash for a 10 yo truck Location rock - Me - hardplace. QATFD;
said:. Thats WAY too much cash for a 10 yo truck. Last edited: Jul 26, Location NE South
Dakota. Granted you can't find an early Duramax with that low of miles. And I haven't seen the
rig to judge Anyway, the 6. I know on the earlier ones a lot of guys put bigger radiators in them.
I'm also not too familiar with how the auto tranny held up against it. Most of the people I know
that have the 6. There is a place in New York that will re-build the fuel pumps to what GM had
intended them to be and better if you ask for a really good price, and I hear they make the 6.
Location Fredericton NB, Canada. Do a search here in the Chevy forums, the 6. The truck looks
sharp, but the asking price is high IMO. Location Milwaukee, WI. IMO its priced to high. The
most common issue with these trucks are the PMD located on the injection pump. If your
seriuos about a 6. Location Newmarket, Ontario. I have 2 6. One is a that I bought new and have
had no problems with. The other is a exactly like the one you pictured. I bought it last year with
a 7. The truck is loaded with leather. Well, I am going to go and look at it tomorrow. I called the
guy on it over the last couple days and he sounds like he is not going to move at all from his
asking price. He just kept telling me that it is way too nice of a truck to sell for much less than
he is already putting it on sale for. We will see what happens Location NW Indiana. I like 6. I'd
never pay near that for that truck. No matter how nice it is. They are outdated and
underpowered. Again, I love 6. Cummins and Pstrokes the same. JoeCool Senior Member.
Location Canada. Dewey Senior Member. Location Mid Coast Maine. I've had two of them I'd
turn and run and don't look back!!!! Location Ames, IA. Hmoreno Junior Member. Kollerman
said:. Jeremy View attachment View attachment View attachment View attachment Location
Kansas City Area. Damn it, you got me replying to an old post.. Randall Ave PlowSite Fanatic.
Location Morris County N. JMHConstruction said:. You must log in or register to reply here. The
6. GM began rolling out the 6. Unlike the earlier engine, the 6. The engine is often considered an
attractive balance between performance and fuel economy, although it arguably became
outdated in the wake of its direct injection competition. Like the 6. However, the engine platform
was not retired entirely - Humvee manufacturer AM General continued the 6. Unlike the 6.
Always check oil level after filling crankcase. Many variations of GM's 6. For Silverado and
Sierra pickups, the engine was backed by either a 4L80E 4 speed automatic transmission with
overdrive or the popular NV 5 speed manual transmission. Common problems with the 6.
Overheating is also an issue with the 6. In essence, the 6. Every engine, regardless of its

manufacturer, has an Achilles heel - for the turbocharged 6. The pump mounted driver PMD , or
alternatively the fuel solenoid driver FDS, this is typically what Stanadyne refers to it as is a
small module mounted to the driver side of the injection pump. Its purpose is to supply power
to the fuel solenoid, which allows or blocks fuel flow to the injection pump. When power is
supplied to the fuel solenoid, fuel flows to the injection pump and the engine is allowed to run.
When power is cut from the fuel solenoid, fuel flow abruptly stops and the engine will stall. The
problem with the PMD is quite simple; it produces a tremendous amount of heat. While diesel
fuel flow into through the injection pump is designed to keep the PMD cool, it neglects to
protect the module once an engine is shut down, fuel flow ceases, and a heat soak effect
causes the PMD to reach temperatures that the unit is not ideally designed to take. The location
of the PMD, the heat it produces, and the lack of heat dissipation also play roles in the life of the
PMD. Addition symptoms of a failing PMD include:. The symptoms may be experienced to
varying degrees, but often only occur when the engine has reached operating temperature. At
this point, the injection pump is hot, and the PMD suffers severely in with its poor ability to
dissipate heat. See 6. Displacement: 6. Offered as high as hp 3, rpm. Peak Torque: Introduced at
lb-ft 1, rpm. Offered as high as lb-ft 1, rpm. Introduced at hp 3, rpm. Introduced at lb-ft 1, rpm.
But exactly why are these engines so hated? Is it because newer, modern power plants put
them to shame, the fact that they rattled, shook and smoked or the fact that they did in fact have
a lot of problems? Pattern problems, injection system woes and a severe lack of power are all
on the menu. While that list is short, it helps explain why these engines can still be found in use
today and are even still being manufactured, though not by GM. When working these engines,
they definitely take their time getting up to speed and are in no way comparable to the ci gas
engines available back in the 80s, but they returned much better fuel economy than the
big-block. And unlike the offerings from Ford and Dodge of that era, the 6. Their packaging is
similar to that of a Chevy small block and they utilized the common degree V8 GM bellhousing
pattern. Last but not least, thanks to their lengthy production run replacement parts new and
used are easy to come by. The primary performance complaint about the 6. For raw power and
performance, the gas job was the power plant to have. For fuel economy and light tow duty, the
simple, mechanically injected 6. Naturally aspirated throughout its production run, the cast-iron
block, 2-valve cast-iron head 6. Adding a turbo, along with performing the corresponding
tweaks required on the Stanadyne DB2 injection pump to increase fueling, could pump up
horsepower to a little over at the flywheel and lb-ft of torque. A properly installed turbo kit on a
6. By increasing the cylinder bore to 4. The most common 6. While the 6. This fully mechanical
pump was known for its simplicity and reliability. Its major drawback was the lack of fueling
potential 6,psi peak injection pressure vs. The DB2 is an opposed-plunger, solenoid-controlled
rotary pump with an all-speed governor. There are roughly parts in each unit, none of which are
spring-loaded and there are no ball bearings or even internal gears. In fact, there are only four
rotating pieces in the entire pump. Beginning in , the 6. Without a doubt, the biggest issue with
the Stanadyne DS4 rests in its use of a pump mounted driver PMD , the little black box with
Stanadyne stamped in large white letters. Due to being fastened directly to the pump, the PMD
is constantly subjected to vibration, engine heat and often overheats, which leads to the 6.
Through the year , GM issued several updates for the DS4, most notably rebuild updates and
different governors. One of the best aftermarket fixes for the PMD problem involves relocating it
somewhere other than the engine bay. The package includes a new PMD already mounted to the
supplied heat sink plate, and comes with a pre-installed resistor and an extension harness to
move the module to the front skid plate. If you want the 6. According to some knowledgeable 6.
Ready for the catastrophic news? The crankshafts in both the 6. As for the blocks, insufficient
casting quality or a lack of meat is believed to be the primary culprit, with most crankcases
splitting near the outer main bearing bolts, on up through the cylinders. As a general rule of
thumb, a well cared for 6. Another common headache on the 6. Not a huge problem on most
other engines, but in the case of the 6. When it goes out, the lift pump will fail to feed adequate
supply pressure to the DS4, which needs to see 3-topsi worth of fuel pressure in order to avoid
hard starting, hesitation during acceleration and premature failure. The 6. That model year, twin
non bypass-blocking thermostats were integrated along with a higher volume water pump. For
additional help, companies like SS Diesel Supply and Heath Diesel offer a larger inch fan and
fan clutch upgrade to help keep water temps well within check. High miles and exposure to
excessive exhaust gas temperature EGT often results in cracked cylinder heads, namely
between valves. To be fair, many cast-iron cylinder heads aboard diesel engines experience
hairline cracks throughout their service life, even cracking between valves. Some attribute the 6.
Both the 6. Another common failure point, this one reserved solely for turbocharged 6. The lines
that feed the vacuum solenoid valve are known to leak and crack with age, and the vacuum
pump that makes the system function is also infamous for seizing prematurely and destroying

the serpentine belt when it checks out. Sign up for more restomod content to add horsepower
to your inbox. The Good Fuel Efficient, Readily Available and Easy to Swap When working these
engines, they definitely take their time g
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etting up to speed and are in no way comparable to the ci gas engines available back in the
80s, but they returned much better fuel economy than the big-block. The Bad The lb-ft Wonder
The primary performance complaint about the 6. DS4 Beginning in , the 6. Broken Cranks Ready
for the catastrophic news? Oil Pressure Switch Failure Another common headache on the 6.
Prone to Overheating The 6. Cracked Heads High miles and exposure to excessive exhaust gas
temperature EGT often results in cracked cylinder heads, namely between valves. More From
Driving Line Curious what the diesel pickup landscape looked like back in the s? Find out in the
first installment of our Back in Time series here. Recommended For You. Threshold for Pain:
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articles, as soon as they are released. Sign me up for a quarterly digital magazine subscription.
View or Download our free Digital Magazines Today! Go to newsstand.

